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The Global Management Programme - the GMP has grown to be a valuable offering for students who aspire to develop a global mind set, gain valuable International exposure & experience diverse cultures. Thus the students form a core of our program. At SPJIMR, we value individuals at any stage of their career, who have the required drive and attitude, to succeed on a global platform. Depending on their professional experience, the students are provided two choices:

1. A Master’s program (less than 3 years of experience)
2. An MBA program (more than 3 years of experience)

CLASS PROFILE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class Size</th>
<th>78</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average age</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female class percentage</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of states represented</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg Work experience (months)</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students with min 3 years’ experience</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average GMAT/GRE/CAT</td>
<td>645/310/90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average TOEFL/IELTS</td>
<td>102/7.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND*

- Business/Economics/Commerce
- Biotech/Pharma/Chemical
- CS/IT
- Electrical/Electronics
- Mechanical/Mechatronics
- Civil
- Others

*The statistics have been rounded up to the nearest decimal point

STUDENTS HEADING TO PARTNER SCHOOLS - COUNTRIES

- France
- Netherlands
- Germany
- UK
Over the 6 months at SPJIMR, the Global Management Program exposes the students to a global curriculum; a rich faculty base and a diverse learning experience through courses, simulations & projects thereby building a path for a career in Business. The Masters or MBA programs at Partner schools build on the learning’s of the students at SPJIMR, thereby launching them for a successful career in the global job market. The programs on offer at the various Partner Schools:

**Brandeis International Business School, Waltham, MA**
1. Master of Arts in International Economics & Finance (MAief)
2. MBA in Data Analytics (MBA DA)

**Robert H Smith School of Business, College Park**
1. Master of Quantitative Finance (MQF)

**Nyenrode Business Universiteit, Brooklyn & Amsterdam**
1. Masters in Management with specializations like
   a) Digital Business & Innovation (DBI);
   b) Finance Management (FM);
   c) Global Strategies & Sustainability (GSS)
2. International MBA (IMBA)

**IESEG School of Management, Lille & Paris**
1. Master in International Business (MIB)
2. Master in Business Analysis & Consulting (MBAC)
3. International MBA (MBA)

**EBS Universität, Oestrich-Winkel**
1. Masters in Automotive/Finance/Management (MiM)
2. MBA in General Management (MBA)

The variety of the backgrounds, study disciplines, global experiences and cultural exposure will help the students broaden their perspectives, stir debate & discussion and also provide thriving professional & personal networks. This talented group of students will join the sprawling alumni network working in prestigious organizations & companies like World Bank (Washington DC), Credit Suisse (Mumbai), Amazon EU (Luxembourg), Barclays (London), Rocket Internet (Berlin), Apple (California), Airbus Helicopters (Munich), ING (Amsterdam), Royal DSM (Amsterdam), E. On (Düsseldorf), Decathlon (Lille), Capillary Technologies (Singapore), Nissan Benelux (Antwerp) etc who are spread across continents.

*They are student group of high calibre – determined to excel!*
CLASS PROFILE 2018

**Type of Programme**
- Master’s Programme
- MBA Programme

**Pilot**
Rati Thakur
Commercial Pilot licensing (FAA and DGCA)
SPJIMR - Brandeis IBS - MBA (Strategy and Innovation)
Worked as a Team lead in CRM at an online marketplace, Weddingz.in and runs an online fashion retail store. Director at Urvashi Advertising Pvt. Ltd., an OOH media and advertising firm, and handled its client relation for 7 years. Interests in art, music and baking.

**Engineer**
Kundan Kumar Sharma
B. Tech (ECE) - Netaji Subhash Engineering College (WBUT)
SPJIMR - Brandeis IBS - MBA in DA
Experience of 6 years with Accenture as a Techno-Functional Consultant in the CMT domain. Extensive domain experience with clients like Telenor (Norway), Rogers Telecom (Canada) and Orange (Spain). Worked mainly on Oracle Database and Siebel CRM, Experience in BRM systems, UNIX, HTML, CSS, Javascript and TIBCO. Recipient of Accenture Stellar Award (Rising Star). An avid reader and football player.

**Engineer**
Malavika Andavalli
B.E (IT) - JNTU, Hyderabad
SPJIMR - Brandeis IBS - MBA in DA
Experience of 2 years as a Business Technology Analyst and 1.6 years as a Consultant at Deloitte USI. Received various awards for execution through excellence. “Young Promising Engineer” award for the year 2013-2014 by ISTE-Student chapter. Pratibha Scholarship awardee by Government of Andhra Pradesh. Travel blogger, Avid explorer and a foodie.

**Pharmacist**
Maneesh Ramanadham
MBA (Pharm), M. Pharm - NMIMS Mumbai
GMP 2018 - SPJIMR - Brandeis IBS - MAief
Experience of 22 months as an Executive Assistant to Sr. VP, Sales & Marketing at Zydus Cadila. International Business consulting Internship at pharmax AG, a Basel head quartered start up. Lean Six Sigma - Green Belt certification, from KPMG - India. French Charpak Masters Scholarship award holder. Student Leader at NM Student council. Volunteer with ENACTUS. Seasoned traveller, public speaker and a history buff.

**Banker, Timeshare Sales Professional**
Navendu Tripathi
PG Diploma in Banking & Finance - Manipal University
SPJIMR - Robert H. Smith (Maryland) - MQF
Experience of 5 years in Banking, Hospitality and Education industry. Worked as a Deputy Manager at ICICI Bank, Allahabad. Worked as Timeshare Sales Professional in Mahindra Holidays & Resorts India Ltd, Mumbai. Guest Lecturer at Institute of Ministry of Skill Development & Entrepreneurship. Associated with Human Rights Law Network and volunteered for “Operation Smile” – a Child labour rescued initiative of the GOI. Certified Stock Exchange “Mutual Fund Distributor”.

**Engineer**
Aksh Nijhara
B. TECH (ECE) - YMCA University, Faridabad
SPJIMR - Robert H. Smith (Maryland) - MQF
Avira Rajesh
Economist
B.Sc Economics - Symbiosis International University
SPJIMR - Robert H. Smith (Maryland) - MQF
Summer intern at Gender Links (Mauritius, SA), handling Finances for the NGO. Worked at Mark & Make Media Pvt. Ltd. (Pune, IN) as a Business Intern and as an interim content writer for the firm. Volunteered for AIESEC (IN) in various leadership positions for 2 years. Enthusiastic about research work, volunteering and fitness. Interested in world matters and global issues. Bibliophile. Bon Vivant.

Shivam Choudhary
Engineer
B.Tech(ECE) – BIT Mesra Ranchi
SPJIMR - Robert H. Smith (Maryland) – MQF
Experience of 2 years with Sapient Corporation, headquartered in Boston. Worked with the Java architecture team as a back-end engineer. Designed and developed several quality driven software solutions in an agile environment. Skilled in Java, plsql, jasper reports, spring, hibernate etc. An avid learner and a sports enthusiast.

Abhinav Vatsa
Engineer
B.Tech (Power Systems) - UPES Dehradun
Experience of 3 months as an Assistant Manager in IL&FS Township and Urban Assets Limited (ITUAL), overlooking a World Bank Project in Bihar. Key skills include, Bid Process Management and Project Management. Interned in ‘IL&FS Power on Feeder Segregation Scheme’ Certificates in Equity Derivatives and Capital Markets from NSE. Loves reading about Indian Mythology. Fervid Quizzzer, having won Bournvita Quiz Contest (BQC). Worked closely with ‘Sukh Sansaar’ (an NGO against Drug abuse).

Akhil Majety
Engineer
B.Tech (EEE) - NIT Warangal
SPJIMR - Nyenrode Universiteit - MiM (GSS)

Gopika Beela Shibu
Commerce Grad
B. Com - University of Kerala, Trivandum
SPJIMR - Nyenrode Universiteit - MiM (GSS)

Shreyas Vasudevan
Engineer
B.Tech (Mech) - SRM University, Chennai
SPJIMR - Nyenrode Universiteit - MiM (DBI)
Worked with Tata Consultancy Services - Engineering and Industrial Services for 22 months. Designed aircraft engines in offshore Rolls Royce office and also handled sales of digital manufacturing & product lifecycle management solutions. Managed various processes involved in the R&D & sales for a mini UAV, as part of a college research team. Lead the Chennai chapter of Youth United, an Indian NGO. Co-founder of an aerial robotics company, UAV pilot and a polyglot!
Engineer
B.Tech (Biotechnology) NIT Raipur
SPJIMR - Nyenrode Universiteit - MiM (Finance)
Gold medalist of NIT Raipur (Biotechnology batch) in B.Tech, Communication Lead of TEDx Pandri held in Raipur, represented college in Inter-NIT sports meet for volleyball, research work of final year B.Tech project selected for paper presentation in ACS conference, San Francisco, Executive member of Entrepreneurship-Cell of NIT Raipur, part of organizing committee of Techno-management fest and inter college sports fest of NIT Raipur.

Engineer
B.Tech (Mech) - IIT (Indian School of Mines) Dhanbad
SPJIMR - Nyenrode Universiteit - M.i.M (GSS)
A recent graduate with interest in business. Worked for Towasa, a startup funded by IIT(ISM) working on the fronts of waste management. Fabricated a Go-Kart as a part of a team to participate in a national event GKDC-2K15. Honors roll graduate and recipient of Merit cum Means Scholarship during my undergraduate studies. Volunteered for organizing blood donation camps in Dhanbad through an NGO. Love to cook and savour new recipes. Interested in motorsports.

Engineer
B.Tech (Civil) - College of Engineering, Pune
SPJIMR - Nyenrode Universiteit – MiM (Finance)
Worked as a GET in L&T Hydrocarbon (Powai) for 10 months in a techno-managerial role. Key deliverables were material procurement, structural analysis and planning & scheduling of fabrication activities. Worked at L&T Fabrication Yard in Oman, as a part of AL-Zour Refinery project team. A strong orator, an active participant of Dramatics club, theatre-lover and street-play enthusiast.

Engineer
B.Tech (ECE) - Jaypee (JIIT) Noida
SPJIMR - Nyenrode Universibiet - MiM (DBI)
Worked as a Business consultant & Developer for 3.5 years with TCS. Lead a team of 5 associates and worked onsite at TCS Brussels, for 4 months. Worked at Microsoft-Hyderabad (Client location) for 2 years. Developed software for the CRM team using technologies like Big Data, useful for critical product launches. A sports enthusiast, avid traveller and trekker.

Engineer
B.Tech (Civil) - Jaypee University of IT, Himachal
SPJIMR - Nyenrode Universiteit – MiM (Finance)

Engineer
B.Tech (CSE) - Amity University, Lucknow
SPJIMR - Nyenrode Universiteit - MiM (GSS)
Experience as a Business Analyst for over 2 years at Snapdeal. Worked on generating a revenue stream through seller loans and sponsor advertisements. Authored 80+ articles for online platforms like Dazeinfo. Qualified Indian Air Force Staff Selection Board Interviews (SSB). Founder-Treasurer of an NGO (Vasundhara Foundation) that works for the upliftment of children. A self-acclaimed book aficionado, Technical Blogger and a food connoisseur.
Engineer
B.E. (ECE) – M.I.E.T, Jammu
SPJIMR - Nyenrode Universiteit – MIM
Completed Industrial training from IETE Compel Technologies in the field of microcontrollers. Research project head for the topic ‘Mobile Charger using MATLAB’. Member of the organizing committee for MIET Sammilan cultural fest for 3 consecutive years. Worked in the family’s retail business for 4 months.

Naval Gupta

Engineer
B.Tech (Power Systems) - UPES Dehradun
SPJIMR - Nyenrode Universiteit – MIM
Experience of 40 months as an operations manager for a start-up named Deyor Camps and as a programmer analyst in Cognizant. Experience in the fields of JAVA programming, technology consulting, business development, strategy development and operations management. Travel and technology enthusiast.

Engineer
B.E. (Chemical) - Mumbai University
SPJIMR – Nyenrode Universiteit – MiM (GSS)
Experienced as a Business Development Executive at a pharma company, PJ Healthcare. Also, worked as a Chemical Engineer in Aarti Drugs and as a Quality Assurance Officer in L&T. Volunteered for an NGO ‘PAL’, Thane for 5 years. Achieved the scholarship grant for a technical paper by Mumbai university on ‘Extraction of Heavy metals from soda ash’. Founder of an Adventure Travel company, ‘Psyc Ventures’. Internationally certified Mountaineer and Scuba diver.

Komali Meka

Engineer
B.E (ECE) – Osmania University, Hyderabad
SPJIMR – Nyenrode Universiteit – MiM (DBI)
Experience of 2.7 years as a Business Technology Analyst at Deloitte USA, Hyderabad. Won Applause award for exemplary work on the ‘ExxonMobil’ project at Deloitte. Awarded with Prime minister’s meritorious scholarship. Coordinated, volunteered, participated and won in events for tech fests. Worked on social initiatives with ‘Aashray’ and raised funds for rehabilitating the street children. Love to explore new places and different cuisines.

Ranganath Bonagiri

Engineer
B.Tech (Civil) - NIT Agartala
SPJIMR – Nyenrode Universiteit - MBA
Experience of about 4 years as a Senior Systems Engineer with Infosys Ltd. Worked in the development & support of Integration Solutions using WebMethods. Prior experience as RPA developer for about 1.3 years using UI path, where key deliverables included preparing SDD, development and testing. Among the top 5% of the batch in the graduating class. Organizing Committee member of AAYAM, the technical fest at NIT Agartala.

Engineer
B.Tech (CSE) - SRM University
SPJIMR – Nyenrode Universiteit - MBA
Experience of 4 years as a Business Analyst with TCS. Worked on a wide range of telecom projects such as consultant to Vodafone in Vodafone Idea merger and handling the responsibility for the integration of CRM with 6 applications. Merit scholarship holder in Engineering. Volunteering activities with ACM India. National level quiz player. An owner of a terrace library and a master chef.
Richa Dhaundiyal

**Engineer**

B.E. (IT) – Fr. CRIT, Mumbai

SPJIMR - Nyenrode Universiteit – MBA

With over 5 years of work experience in TCS, have gained substantial experience in ERP implementations for multi-country SAP projects for international clients - Base Corporation and Hasbro Inc. Worked on BI - HANA transformation project and have also served as a senior assurance automation consultant. Certified Scrum Master. Trained in Hindustani Classical music. Event head at Fr.CRIT. Foodie and an avid traveller.

Govind Mallurwar

**Engineer**

B.Tech (Electrical) - WCE Sangli

SPJIMR – Nyenrode Universiteit – MIM (GSS)

Worked with Hindustan Unilever Limited as an Executive-Supply Chain and implemented projects for 35 months which had tangible monetary effect on supply chain cost. Responsible for end to end implementation of ERP at Atomberg Technologies Pvt. Ltd. Gold Medal Awardee at WCE. Research publication in International Journal of Electrical Engineering. An avid MUNer and a philatelist.

Gautam Rawal

**Engineer**

B.Tech (Mech) - Institute of Technology & Management, Gurugram

SPJIMR - Nyenrode Universiteit - MBA

Experience of 50 months in techno-commercial roles, including 26 months of overseas assignments in Samsung Engineering and Co Ltd. at Seoul and Abu Dhabi. Worked with Jindal Stainless for 18 months in operations and procurement domains. A zealous reader, socializer and a believer in societal change.

Chirayu Pant

**Engineer**

B.Tech. (Industrial Production) – DIT University

SPJIMR - Nyenrode Universiteit – MBA

Automobile enthusiast and an ex-entrepreneur with experience of 6.5 years, ranging from setting up India's second largest 2-wheelers factory to establishing an automobile after sales service company ‘Roadster’. At HONDA, as a part of the new project development team helped set up a 57 Acre plant. At Roadster, as a founding member, oversaw Business Development and Customer Experience, by working along with government organisations, research institutes, corporates and young entrepreneurs. Loves Cycling.

Nikhil Gawade

**Engineer**

B.Tech (CS) – NMIMS University, Mumbai

SPJIMR – Nyenrode Universiteit – MBA

Experience of 3 years as an Associate Consultant at Ernst and Young in the IT and Financial Services Risk Advisory Team. Co-founded a startup called ‘Province’, a marketplace for booking ocean freight containers in order to lower the freight costs for importers and exporters. Loves Coding and interested in using Artificial Intelligence to improve business productivity.

Venkata Satya Karthik Uppuluri

**Engineer**

B.Tech (EEE) – Dr BVRIT, Hyderabad

SPJIMR - IESEG – IMBA

Domain experience of 7 years in the areas of Renewable energy, Sustainability and Smart Grid technologies. Worked with Tata Power Co. Ltd. as Engineer Design and handled Project Management role in Greenko Energy Ltd. Winner of the ‘Tata Power Innovation Award’ for driving and implementing technology innovation projects. Seasoned trekker working with a professional trekking company 'Travel Trikon' based out of Mumbai.
Aarushi

Engineer

B.Tech (Food Tech) – HBTU, Kanpur
SPJIMR – IESEG – MBAC

Experience of 2.5 years as a Senior Business Analyst at ‘EXL Services Pvt. Ltd’. Worked with P&C insurance clients of USA. Completed the ‘Quality assurance internship’ at Mother Dairy. Winner of paper presentation in Annual Technical Fest of HBTU. Cultural secretary during the third year of HBTU. Certified Indian classical dancer (Kathak). Organized various activities under NSS in college. Worked for ‘Making A Difference’ (MAD)- social service group. Avid traveller and food lover.

Somaditya Basak

Engineer

B.Tech (Instrumentation & Control) – WBJU, Kolkata
SPJIMR – IESEG – IMBA

Experience of 5.6 years as a telecommunications software developer at Tech Mahindra and PwC. Involved in developing network troubleshooting systems and product pricing platform for AT&T, USA.Instrumentation engineering internship at Oil and Natural Gas Corporation Ltd.International volunteer for NGO focussed on English education for the underprivileged in Hai Phong, Vietnam.Avid reader and state level kick boxing competitor.

Stuti Bathwal

Journalist

B.A (Journalism and Mass Comm. - Calcutta University)
SPJIMR – IESEG – MIB

Worked with Alyque Padamsee in his ‘Core Production Management’ team. Performed with various city based theatre groups (Actor). Trained Bharatnatyam dancer. Silver level awardee from IAYP (International Award for Young People-Mountaineering & Trekking). Holder of Brown belt (1st Kyu) Certification from All India Seishinkai Shito-Ryu. Adjudged ‘Top from School’ in a national level creative writing event by UN Information Centre (India & Bhutan). Certified Insurance Agent (United India Insurance Co. Ltd. and Cigna TTK).

Devendra Kumar Chhajer

Economist

B.Sc (Economics) – Presidency University, Kolkata
SPJIMR – IESEG – MIB

Experience as an Executive in Transfer Pricing Consultancy in the Tax function at Deloitte. Prepared Transfer Pricing documentation and performed benchmarking studies for various Multinational corporations. Springboard Internship with HSBC. A public speaking enthusiast, event manager and a versatile stage performer.

Maitrav Chakraborti

Engineer

BE (Mech) – SGSITS, Indore
SPJIMR – IESEG – MBAC

Experience of 5.5 years as Quality Engineer, Program Management and Product Development Engineer in Ford Motor Company. Received Asia Pacific recognition for “Excellence in Data Analysis and Presentation” and “Robust & Flawless On Site Modification Support for Quality Concerns” in Ford. Established Robo Lab at an underprivileged school with India STEM Foundation and Ford’s support to teach kids Science and Robotics principles through Lego Kit. A Badminton Player.

Prerana Choudhary

Engineer

BE (Mech) – SVPC, Nagpur
SPJIMR – IESEG – MBAC

Experience of 6 years in SAP Materials Management and SAP Supply Network Collaboration (e-commerce) domains with Accenture Solutions as a SAP Functional Consultant. Worked in the supply chain management procurement division for an Industrial equipment and manufacturing sector client 3M on ERP implementation and post go-live support. A sports fanatic, a percussionist and a dance lover.
Engineer
B.Tech (Electrical) - Dr K.N.M.I.E.T, Ghaziabad
SPJIMR - IESEG - MIB
Experience of 7 years in the field of marketing. Worked as a Marketing Executive in IITM college for 30 months. Also, worked as a Assistant Marketing Manager in Metal Craft Kanpur for 53 months. AMCAT certificed Business Analyst. Student head of cultural committee during Grad school. A Fervid Gamer & a traveller.

Engineer
B.E (E.E) - BITS Pilani
SPJIMR – IESEG - IMBA
60 months of IT experience in Healthcare and Insurance working with Cognizant and Mphasis. Cambridge certificed teacher. Organized ‘Oasis’ cultural fest & was an active participant in Art and Decoration department during BITS days. Voracious reader with a mini library to flaunt.

Engineer
B.Tech (Computer Science) - University of Mumbai
SPJIMR - EBS Universität – MiM
Experience as Powertrain Selection and Calibration engineer for 3 years in Ashok Leyland Ltd. Also served as a data analyst and process manager. Selected powertrains for majority of Ashok Leyland Trucks that are sold today. Passionate about music, travelling, trekking and photography.
Shubhashish Garg
B.E. (EEE) - V.N.I.T Nagpur, Maharashtra
SPJIMR - EBS Universität - MBA
Experience of 3 years as Senior Decision Analyst in ZS Associates. Extensive experience in consulting mid-to-large sized healthcare companies in implementing their sales and marketing strategies. The clients majorly are from the pharmaceutical, med-tech and consumer health domain, spanning across US, UK and Europe. Worked on a wide spectrum of projects - Marketing Research & Analytics, Pricing through Conjoint, Talent Management and Sales & Marketing Effectiveness.

Gunja Jha
B.Tech (CSE) - SRM University
SPJIMR - EBS Universität – MiM
Experience of 3 years as a Senior Analyst with Cognizant. Awarded the ‘Associate of the Quarter’ and ‘Best Project’ under Life Sciences Domain at Cognizant. Interned at Hero MotoCorp as a Software Developer. Organising committee member for “Innovate”, a national techfest and “Rubaru”, a national cultural fest, held by SRM University. Member of Computer Science Society (CSS) at SRM University. Avid reader with an interest in fiction and spirituality.

Shruthi Nair
B.E. (ETS) - Pune University
SPJIMR - EBS Universität - MBA
Experience of 3.5 years as a Software Developer at Tata Consultancy Services. Involved in design and development of code for a U.S Pharmacy project within TCS. Led a team of three associates in completing two critical projects. Associated with an NGO, Deep Griha (taught children Mathematics and English). Trained Bharatnatyam dancer.

Rajat Tandon
B.Tech (EIC) - Rajasthan Technical University
SPJIMR - EBS Universität - MBA
Experience of 3.3 years as a System Engineer at TCS, Pune. Worked as a DBA Administrator (Oracle and SQL) and Mainframe Operator for the clients Aker Solutions (Norway) and United Parcel Services (USA) respectively. Winner of the Star of the Quarter Award in July 2017, for outstanding contribution. Winner of the National Level Debate competition, organized by Birla Senior Secondary School, Pilani in 2008.

Prateek Singh Raghav
B.E (Mech) - SDMCET Karnataka
SPJIMR - EBS Universität - MiM (Automotive)
Experience of 21 months in the project team, Vehicle Assembly Engineering Department for Toyota Kirloskar Motor. Also worked with two start-ups in Manufacturing and Construction sectors to establish operations and project management system. Trained professional in lean management and Toyota Production System. Volunteered for street dogs rescue and facilitated their fostering by families. Enjoy travelling and exploring various cultures & tastes.

Shivam Shukla
B.E (ECE) - Manipal Institute of Technology, Manipal
SPJIMR - EBS Universität - MiM
Experience of 1 year as a Systems Integration Analyst with Cognizant Technology Solutions India Pvt Ltd. Prior experience with Think and Learn Pvt Ltd. (Byjus) as a Business Development Associate. Internship with Power Grid Corporation of India. Member of the Core Management Committee at Instrumentation Society of India, IISc Bangalore. Geopolitics and current affairs buff. Avid debater and dramatics enthusiast.
Aayesh Malhotra

B.Tech (Mechanical & Automation) - Amity University, Noida
SPJIMR - EBS Universität - MiM
Experience of an year with Mitsubishi Elevator India Pvt Ltd. as a Graduate Engineering Trainee (Technical Sales & Business Development). Involved in Business Development operations and handling clients in the Delhi NCR region. Interned with Maruti Suzuki India Ltd. in the Vehicle Inspection department. Semester exchange student at Deakin University, Melbourne. Volunteered with ‘Helpage India’ (Medical Mobile Unit). An automobile and football enthusiast, and an avid reader.

Management Grad

BBA - Symbiosis Centre for Management Studies
SPJIMR - EBS Universität - MiM
A college Freshman interested in Business. Overlooked Business Operations at the family owned pharmaceuticals company. Event Head of ‘Sympulse’ organized by Symbiosis International University. Studied a semester exchange course on scholarship basis at the Berlin School of Economics and Law, Germany. Represented and won laurels for Symbiosis in various national level college festivals. Inter Zonal Chess and State Level Table Tennis player.

Ankush Gupta

B.Tech (ECE) - AKGEC, Ghaziabad
SPJIMR - EBS Universität - MiM
Experience as System Engineer for 1.5 years with Infosys Ltd., Pune. Handled projects of US clients overlooking development and back-end support, software development for facilitation of daily financial transactions. Grievance redressal & administrative role of trainees with HR support at Infosys, Mysore. LabVIEW software certification from National Instruments, Texas. Organized multiple robotics events under the purview of Tifac-Core, AKGEC. Volunteered for NGO, Helpage-India. Nature lover and a football enthusiast.

Engineer

B.Tech (ECE) - AKGEC, Ghaziabad
SPJIMR - EBS Universität - MiM
Experience as System Engineer for 1.5 years with Infosys Ltd., Pune. Handled projects of US clients overlooking development and back-end support, software development for facilitation of daily financial transactions. Grievance redressal & administrative role of trainees with HR support at Infosys, Mysore. LabVIEW software certification from National Instruments, Texas. Organized multiple robotics events under the purview of Tifac-Core, AKGEC. Volunteered for NGO, Helpage-India. Nature lover and a football enthusiast.

Anjum Raza Quadri

B.Tech (Electrical) - DIT University Dehradun
SPJIMR - EBS Universität – MiM
Experience as Project engineer for 2 years in Wipro Limited. Responsibilities were focussed on Automation Test skills. Interned at Wipro, ONGC and Internshala. Head organizer of the Literary events in DIT, during second year. Winner of Techlive, chess tournament in DIT. Winner of Table-Tennis and Chess Tournament in Wipro. Avid reader and sports enthusiast.

Engineer

B.Tech (CS)- Jamia Millia Islamia, Delhi
SPJIMR - EBS Universität - MiM
Experience of 3 years as System Engineer at TCS. Worked in the retail vertical as Production Support Executive for the client Shoppers Drug Mart (SOM), Canada's biggest Pharmacy Chain. Key deliverable was to analyze and fulfill business requirements by developing new enhancements. Published a research paper in Springer AISC. Student leader at CSI (Computer Society of India), JMI. Passionate to give back to society and founded a coaching institute to educate poor students.

Hardik Panchmiya

B.Tech (IT) - VIT University, Vellore
SPJIMR - EBS Universität - MiM (Finance)
Experience of 2 years as a Software Engineer with Cleartrip. Part of iOS Development Team that worked on the integration of Apple Pay and other payment services. Worked on Amazon Alexa Skill Development and developed “WhatsApp for Business” service for Cleartrip and worked on Java Microservices. Winner at the Google Polymer Hackathon, VIT. An Adventure sports enthusiast and a Snooker aficionado.
Aakanksha Agarwal
BE (Chemical) – Panjab University, Chandigarh
SPJIMR - EBS Universität - MBA
Experience of 46 months as a Process-Project Engineer in ‘HPCL-Mittal Energy Limited’ (HMEL). Responsible for engineering and commissioning of projects along with refinery process optimization. A planner at heart, organised various events such as ‘Microsoft DreamSpark Yatra’. Awarded with CBSE merit scholarship. Volunteered with ENACTUS. A budding poet, foodie and an adventure lover.

Ankish Gupta
B.E (Civil) – BIT Mesra
SPJIMR - EBS Universität – MiM
Interned with companies like SAIL, ONGC, MECON and also with a startup, Kalokaars. Served as president of IEI Civil Students’ chapter, BIT Mesra. Headed the organizing committee of Aarohan’15 tech-fest of BIT Mesra, and Core committee member of Pantheon’14. Runner up in the event Hackathon in BITOTSAV’14. Volunteered in national workshop on water engineering.

Kundan Kumar Sharma
Engineer
BE (Mech) - SGSITS Indore
SPJIMR - EBS Universität – MBA
Worked with Ford Motor Co. for 1.5 years and Eicher Tractors for 4 years, in Indian Auto Industry. Handled functions like direct purchasing, buying, sourcing and SQA. A certified TS-16949 internal auditor. Received Asia Pacific Recognition thrice at Ford. A passionate cook, traveller and a motivator.

Anuj Kumar Shukla
Mridul Pasari
Commerce Grad - CFA Candidate
B. Com (Honours) - St. Xavier’s College, Kolkata
SPJIMR - EBS Universität - MiM (Finance)
Interned with Kotak Mahindra Group of Companies (HR-Department). A Certified Debt Recovery Agent by NSE. Attended a Global Exchange Programme at the College of Saint Benedict-Saint John’s University, USA. Submitted final year project on ‘Auto Rickshaws as a Medium of Intermediate Public Transport in Kolkata’ to the St. Xavier’s University. Interested in athletics, swimming and photography. Avid reader, traveller and a Graphologist. Active volunteer and participant at the Isha Foundation.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree/University</th>
<th>Current Position</th>
<th>Professional Experience</th>
<th>Volunteering and Other Activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arpan Bansal</td>
<td>B.Tech (CSE) – MSIT Delhi</td>
<td>Engineer</td>
<td>Working at RIL for 4 years; Interned at Continental Automotives, Manesar for 6 months</td>
<td>Travel enthusiast and a food lover.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gaurav Singh</td>
<td>BE (Civil) - NIT Durgapur</td>
<td>Engineer</td>
<td>Total work experience of 2.5 years working as a Senior Product and Content Analyst at</td>
<td>Founder of “KIDS”, a society established to avail education to poor students.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SPJIMR - EBS Universität - MiM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Embibe (an AI based EdTech firm) and also as a Senior Product Development Associate at BYJUs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Worked in Product development, designing, marketing and operations with expertise in the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S Meghasmita</td>
<td>B.Tech (Biotech) – NIT Rourkela</td>
<td>Engineer</td>
<td>Work experience of 2.5 years working as a Senior Product and Content Analyst at Embibe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SPJIMR - EBS Universität - MiM</td>
<td></td>
<td>(an AI based EdTech firm) and also as a Senior Product Development Associate at BYJUs.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Worked in Product development, designing, marketing and operations with expertise in the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hitesh Mittal</td>
<td>B.E. (B&amp;G) – Thapar University</td>
<td>Engineer</td>
<td>Work as a Project &amp; Technical Manager at RIL for 4 years; Played a key role in the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SPJIMR - EBS Universität - MBA</td>
<td></td>
<td>commissioning of the largest Refinery off gas cracker plant in the world, at Jamnagar.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ankit Adhruj</td>
<td>B.Tech (Civil) – IES IPS Academy, Indore</td>
<td>Engineer</td>
<td>Total work experience of 2.5 years working as a Senior Product and Content Analyst at</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SPJIMR - EBS Universität – MiM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Embibe (an AI based EdTech firm) and also as a Senior Product Development Associate at BYJUs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Worked in Product development, designing, marketing and operations with expertise in the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ankit Adhruj</td>
<td>B.Tech (Civil) – IES IPS Academy, Indore</td>
<td>Entrepreneur</td>
<td>Founded a startup ‘Dream Together’ which is into Event Management. Interned with M.P. Public Work Department, Engaged with an NGO - Anant Aman Welfare Society, for 6 years which focuses on dealing with orphans. Decent knowledge of various computer languages like Python. Deeply interested in Music, Travelling and Astronomy.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rajendra Baje</td>
<td>B.Tech (Mech) – RVCE, Bangalore</td>
<td>Engineer</td>
<td>Work experience of 4.5 years in manufacturing and startup domains. Headed the business development initiatives for Tinystep, a Flipkart funded start-up. Also worked as a business and operations associate at Flexing IT. Expertise in business development, operations and product development. Avid trekker and travel enthusiast who likes to explore new places, enjoy sketching, reading autobo of famous personalities. Member of Rotract Club in college - social events like blood donation camp.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Varun Mallemala
B.Tech (Mechatronics) - SRM University, Chennai
SPJIMR - EBS Universitat– MiM
Worked on a prototype of an autonomous vehicle as my final year project at SRM University. Underwent in-plant training at Bharat Heavy Electronics Ltd, Hyderabad as a summer trainee. Part of the organising committee of SRM tech-fest AARUSH. I am interested in keeping track of international happenings. An avid traveller and an explorer.

Ankish Gupta
B.Tech (CS) – SRM University, Chennai
SPJIMR - EBS Universitat – MiM
Interned with Siemens Healthcare Private Limited and also with a start-up called SmartCity Systems as a developer and was a part of live projects. Organising committee member & Head of the annual techno-management fest ‘Aarush’ at SRM. Event coordinator in various other events at college. An active participant of various environmental groups since school.

Management Grad
BBA (Hons)- Kingston University, London
SPJIMR - EBS Universitat - MiM
Post the graduation from Kingston, worked for 1.5 year as a sales representative and dispatch head at Balaji commercial company (Steel Trader), supplying to automotive component manufacturers. Specialised in direct sales and quality control during my period. Interned at Merino Laminates, a leading manufacturer of laminates. An avid follower of the automotive world. A state level badminton player and a tech enthusiast.

Shrija Banerjee
Engineer
B.Tech (CS) – SRM University, Chennai
SPJIMR - EBS Universitat – MiM
Interned with Siemens Healthcare Private Limited and also with a start-up called SmartCity Systems as a developer and was a part of live projects. Organising committee member & Head of the annual techno-management fest ‘Aarush’ at SRM. Event coordinator in various other events at college. An active participant of various environmental groups since school.

Keshav Singi
Engineer
B.Tech (IT) - V.I.T., Pune
SPJIMR – Nyenrode Universiteit – MiM
Experience as a software developer for 2 years at Screen Magic. Founded a startup named ‘2One Cluster LLP’ - a product based IT firm that is one of the 4.5% of the startup companies in India and that has successfully achieved ‘StartUp India’ recognition from the Central Government of India. Active participant in sports & event organization.

Rutuja Bhide
Engineer
B.E. (Mech)- Mumbai University
SPJIMR - EBS Universitat – MiM
Completed final year research project on ‘Developing machine agents system for maintenance and control’ from IIT Bombay. National Talent Search awardee. Member of the core team to establish ‘Technology for Welfare’ wing in NSS unit of our college. Conducted workshops and was selected for university camp on sustainable development. Volunteered in international conference held at DBIT on sustainable development.

Atri Biswal
Engineer
B.Tech (Mech) – BIT Mesra
SPJIMR - EBS Universitat – MBA
Industry experience of more than 4 years in Metal and Mining sector in Hindustan Zinc Ltd. Served in various roles as business analyst, project planner, maintenance planner, commercial buyer and maintenance engineer. Was a part of debottlenecking process in the ore dressing industry. Certified Energy management system auditor, lead operations and intra unit process auditor. Lean Three sigma certified from DNV GL. Closely worked with Rphoonika NGO on microfinance and microenterprise project. A Bachelor in Odissi classical dance.

Mayuresh Borse
Engineer
B.Tech (IT) - V.I.T., Pune
SPJIMR – Nyenrode Universiteit – MiM
Experience as a software developer for 2 years at Screen Magic. Founded a startup named ‘2One Cluster LLP’ - a product based IT firm that is one of the 4.5% of the startup companies in India and that has successfully achieved ‘StartUp India’ recognition from the Central Government of India. Active participant in sports & event organization.

Varun Mallemala
Engineer
B.Tech (Mechatronics) - SRM University, Chennai
SPJIMR - EBS Universitat– MiM
Worked on a prototype of an autonomous vehicle as my final year project at SRM University. Underwent in-plant training at Bharat Heavy Electronics Ltd, Hyderabad as a summer trainee. Part of the organising committee of SRM tech-fest AARUSH. I am interested in keeping track of international happenings. An avid traveller and an explorer.
Anuj Kumar Bhardwaj

Engineer
B.E. (EIC) - Thapar Institute of Engineering & Technology, Patiala
SPJIMR - Robert H. Smith (Maryland) – MQF
Worked in Panipat Thermal Power Plant as an Industrial Trainee. Volunteered for 2 years with Har Hath Kalam India Association which aims to eliminate child begging from the streets of India. Passionate about helping the society. Love Maths and Coding.

Anush Saxena

Engineer
B.Tech (C.S.E) – VIT , Vellore
SPJIMR - IESEG – MIB
An engineer looking into the entrepreneurial domain, Have secured INSPIRE scholarship provided by D.S.T(Govt. Of India). Green belt certification in lean six sigma from KPMG. Interneled with Powergrid and Motherson sumi infotech Ltd. An avid reader and collector of rare first editions. Always up for new challenges both in work-place and personal life.

Amey Sharma

Engineer
B.Tech (Infrastructure) – UPES Dehradun
SPJIMR – Robert H. Smith (Maryland) – MQF
A total work experience of 3 years ranging from a startup (during college) to various corporations like L&T, Hyundai Engineer & Construction, Patel Engineering Ltd. TS GAS and Shyam Agro - a family business that helped imbibed great learning along the way. Volunteered for various NGOs and committees such as Rotaract & MAD Dehradun. Food connoisseur and sports enthusiast.

Ankush Gupta

Engineer
B.Tech (Mech)  – Visvesvaraya Technological University
SPJIMR - IESEG – MIB
Sales and marketing for S.C. Johnson for 3 months for Belgaum area. Design Engineer at R.V. Engineering for 2 years, head designer for metallic expansion joints and primary design engineer for hydraulic lifts. Volunteer for Rotary International and its local arm. State level badminton player in school and college.

Kundan Kumar Sharma

Engineer
B.Tech (CSE) – JECRC College, Jaipur
SPJIMR - IESEG – MIB
A recent college grad with the experience of working as a Field Associate at Hind Samaj Foundation, Udaipur. Worked as Sales and Marketing Executive at a wholesale-retail plywood showroom. Managed public relations of the student driven social group ‘ZARURAT - Celebrating Innocence’ at JECRC, for organizing national level events aimed at educating underprivileged kids in association with NGOs such as Faith Alining, Pratham and Bachpan Bachaao Andolan. Love to read and teach children.

Shrishail Bagi

Engineer
B.Tech (Infrastructure) – UPES Dehradun
SPJIMR – Robert H. Smith (Maryland) – MQF
A total work experience of 3 years ranging from a startup (during college) to various corporations like L&T, Hyundai Engineer & Construction, Patel Engineering Ltd. TS GAS and Shyam Agro - a family business that helped imbibed great learning along the way. Volunteered for various NGOs and committees such as Rotaract & MAD Dehradun. Food connoisseur and sports enthusiast.

Salviya Siddique

Engineer
B.Tech (CSE) – JECRC College, Jaipur
SPJIMR - IESEG – MIB
A recent college grad with the experience of working as a Field Associate at Hind Samaj Foundation, Udaipur. Worked as Sales and Marketing Executive at a wholesale-retail plywood showroom. Managed public relations of the student driven social group ‘ZARURAT - Celebrating Innocence’ at JECRC, for organizing national level events aimed at educating underprivileged kids in association with NGOs such as Faith Alining, Pratham and Bachpan Bachaao Andolan. Love to read and teach children.

Mahesh Kumar

Engineer
B.E (IT) – MIT College of Engineering, Pune
SPJIMR – Robert H. Smith (Maryland) – MQF
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